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1 Executive Summary 

In the scope of ongoing climate debates and the EU’s 
decarbonisation agenda up to 2050, push-pull 
trainsets have recently gained in importance, 
especially in intercity transport services, and are set 
to be increasingly competitive compared to air and 
high-speed railway transport in the future. 
 
In this MultiClient study, SCI Verkehr, for the first time, conducts a 
push-pull market analysis and outlook in Continental Europe on the 
base of two integral elements of each push-pull trainset: coaches, 
the passenger-carry element, and locomotive, the traction element. 
For both elements, with the focus on intercity transport, positive 
market development and outlook are observed in Continental 
Europe. The planned reduction of short-distance flights will 
additionally contribute to the rail modal shift and drive the intercity 
railway market. 
 
The overall market analysed comprises 28 national markets in 
Continental Europe, excluding the UK and broad-gauge markets of 
Iberia, Baltic states and Finland due its specifics. To show the 
development in the different regions, SCI Verkehr has analysed the 
five focus markets Germany, Italy, Sweden, Poland and the Czech 
Republic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
…… 
Starting with a recent relatively low procurement level of EUR 90 
million in 2021, the intercity passenger locomotives OEM market is 
set to grow in the next 5-year … 
 
In 2021, transport performance in Continental Europe was still 
impacted by the Covid-19 crisis but rose slightly compared to the 
previous year to xx billion pkm. SCI Verkehr expects a recovery to 
pre-crisis level in 2023. 

Siemens Vectron  
for DSB 
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Expansion and upgrade of infrastructure, further liberalisation of the 
markets, improved technical and operational characteristics of 
push-pull trainsets as well as rising environmental awareness will 
be the main drivers for the overall push-pull market in Europe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Definition of intercity market 
 
SCI Verkehr defines the intercity market in this study as part of the 
long-distance transport market. It entails mainly passenger 
transportation services at speeds of 160 km/h to 249 km/h, whose 
average travel distance is over 50 km. In addition, the deployed 
rolling stock serves as an additional parameter for the segmentation. 
For example, locomotive-hauled trainsets are often used in intercity 
transport services. However, special multiple units are also 
operated, which reach a speed of up to 230 km/h (e.g., Stadler 
FLIRT IC) as well as high-speed trains in a few cases. The 
equipment of the trains has usually a comparatively high quality. 
 
Another part of the long-distance market is high-speed transport, 
which operates at speeds of ≥250 km/h with corresponding high-
speed trains. Some of this transport operates on its own 
infrastructure, namely dedicated high-speed lines that have been 
introduced in the past decades allowing for speeds beyond 250 
km/h. An exact differentiation is not always possible. In Germany, 
for example, ICE trains from Siemens are also used on intercity 
routes (e.g., Cologne - Hamburg). Official statistics also do not allow 
a distinction to be made. 
 
In addition to long-distance transport, there is also regional and 
commuter transport. Here, distances of less than 50 km are usually 
covered. Rolling stock also has special characteristics. The trains 
reach a maximum speed of 160 km/h. … 
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European intercity markets provide growth potential  
 
The intercity market in Continental Europe is growing strongly and 
disproportionally compared to the overall rail performance as the 
demand is increasing. The total passenger transport performance 
has been rising steadily in pre-Covid-19 years to xx billion pkm in 
2019 and SCI Verkehr expects the transport performance to recover 
to pre-Covid-19 level by 2023 (xx billion pkm). Between 2025 and 
2030, a continuous growth of 2.4% per year is expected by SCI 
Verkehr.  
 
There are several reasons for the increasing demand in intercity rail 
transport in Continental Europe. The European Year of Rail in 2021 
has set a special focus to the topic, promoting rail transport 
throughout Europe to combat climate change. Large investments 
to upgrade and build new rail infrastructure were made or initiated 
to provide faster and more comfortable rail journeys for passengers, 
leading to a shift from air to rail transport. Furthermore, a social 
awareness of climate change can be observed in the general public, 
leading to a preference of rail over air transport especially on 
domestic routes. 
 
The largest Eastern European rail markets Poland and Czech 
Republic are also investing in their rail infrastructure. One major 
focus of these investments is to upgrade the line speed to 160 km/h 
or even 200 km/h on many routes to secure faster connections 
between the main cities. The line speed of 160 km/h or higher is a 
key driver for the intercity segment in the upcoming years. 
 
Furthermore, international travel becomes more important. 
Connections between Continental European countries, also 
connecting the capitals of the countries, are facing an increasing 
demand. Flexible locomotive-hauled trains with multi-system 
locomotives and permission to operate in several European 
countries are a viable option. SCI Verkehr sees growing potential 
for push-pull trains with passenger coaches and locomotives, 
especially for the operation of cross-border services. 

 
Competition in open-access has so far only been established in a 
few markets in Europe. Although some state railways also provide 
part of their long-distance transport services in open-access on a 
commercial basis, third party transport companies in the open-
access market are often in focus in this segment. There are five 
markets in Europe where there is significant competition in open-
access: Sweden, Italy, Austria, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia. 
 
Open-access operators FlixTrain from Germany and RegioJet from 
the Czech Republic showed recent activities for expansion of their 
services. While FlixTrain is in negotiation process for the acquisition 
of new trainsets, RegioJet is taking part in a night train initiative and 
already started the expansion of its night train services.  
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Push-pull trains are advantageous especially in international 
transport 
 
SCI Verkehr has identified several technical and operational 
characteristics pointing out the push-pull train’s suitability 
especially for the intercity transport services. 
 
A push-pull train set can generally be authorised and operated in 
cross-border intercity transport services more easily than multiple 
units, since the most decisive element of the system is concentrated 
in a single unit – the locomotive. To operate cross-border transport 
services, a train composition must be equipped with a locomotive 
meeting requirements in terms of the traction system (i.e., suitability 
to different catenary networks in case of electric traction) and the 
homologation for the relevant countries of transport. Locomotives 
that can instantly answer these requirements are already available 
in the market and proven in operation. Once the locomotive obtains 
the necessary authorisation to operate in predefined countries, the 
whole train composition must undertake a test run. That way, 
passenger coaches obtain authorisation for country or countries in 
case of corridor run as well, as a part of the push-pull train. 
Therefore, the passenger coach authorisation is associated with a 
certain locomotive type, making sure that the whole composition is 
in line with standards regarding operational safety and composition 
functionality (power supply and communication standards). That 
way, the authorisation process is less complex and manageable in 
cases where the locomotive is already homologated compared to 
multiple units where different requirements apply. 
 
Conventional multiple units are usually operated in very limited 
cross-border transport services, usually to the next railway station 
in the neighbouring country. To operate cross-border transport, a 
multiple unit trainset must be granted authorisation for operation in 
the different relevant country markets and it needs to be equipped 
with several electric traction systems (in case of electric multiple 
units). These requirements are, broadly observed, similar to the 
passenger locomotive of a push-pull trainset, however, with the 
decisive difference that European cross-border transport is the 
(freight) locomotives’ home-yard where these assets are 
continuously and increasingly operated. This gives locomotive-
hauled trainset in general an important starting advantage in cross-
border transport services compared to multiple units. Moreover, 
equipping a multiple unit with needed country packages is a costly 
and time consuming process, making it economically unfeasible in 
case of no sufficient or volatile demand. 
 
One of the main advantages of an intercity train is that working time 
is possible, unlike in airline travel. Separated comfort compartments 
(with working space and toilet) are especially advantageous for 
businesspeople (ÖBB Nightjet coaches as an example). 
Additionally, general lower vibration and noise levels for passengers 
is present, especially compared to diesel multiple units since no 
traction system is mounted in passenger coaches. This is important 
especially in the case of longer trips on intercity connections.  

Cross-border 
transport 

Passenger 
comfort 

Business 
travels 
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Passenger coaches become more modular and can thus be 
deployed more flexibly 
 
The train composition consists of passenger coaches and one or 
two locomotives on both composition’s ends. The preferred 
solution is with one locomotive at one end of the composition and 
a special passenger coach type (driving trailer coach) on the other. 
Each individual train part can be separately put out of operation and 
replaced in case of maintenance or malfunction without affecting 
train operation. Moreover, different maintenance cycles of 
locomotives and passenger coaches mean that practically no idle 
times are occurring. 
 
The structure of a push-pull train system is making it more flexible 
in comparison to multiple units in the case of emerging transport 
demand changes. A trainset’s capacity can be increased or 
decreased by adding additional or removing existing passenger 
coach(es). Due to the firmly coupled system, this is not possible 
with multiple units. 
 
Characterised by high level of flexibility, a train composition can 
take different sizes, depending on needed train capacity, the 
corresponding coach type (single deck or double-deck), and the 
length of station platform that is served. In general, a typical 
composition can contain around 5 to 10 passenger coaches, but it 
differs from market to market and from use case to use case. 

 
Passenger coaches are suitable for modular interior design 
application which allows different configurations. Flexible 
implementation of various interior configurations (from 
open/socialisation spaces to more private, business zones) makes 
it possible to better answer to the customers’ needs and increase 
the level of comfort. Consequently, this makes a contribution to a 
higher rail modal share in intercity transport. Modular interior design 
of passenger coaches is a characteristic that has recently become 
more important to manufactures, as SCI Verkehr has observed. 
 
The flexibility in international operation and the modular design, 
which allows adjustments to the interior during the life cycle, also 
make passenger coaches attractive for investors and leasing 
companies in open access transport. The redeployment risk is 
reduced compared to less flexible and more expensive high-speed 
trains. 
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The market for push-pull trains is set to grow significantly by 
2030 
 
In aftermath of the Covid-19 crisis, demand for passenger transport 
services is increasing again, especially in intercity segment. SCI 
Verkehr has recently observed an increased interest and a positive 
market outlook for push-pull trains depicted in plans for future 
passenger coach procurements in various country markets, such 
as Germany, Hungary, Italy, and Poland. This is taken into 
consideration as well in the future market forecast, as from 2022 to 
2026, the intercity coaches OEM market is expected to grow at a 
CAGR of xx%. Replacement demand is pronounced as the overall 
intercity passenger coach fleet in Continental Europe is almost 35 
years old on average, with more than one-third of total feet being 40 
or more years old. Moreover, the night train market is also expected 
to grow, as the topic recently became relevant again on the level of 
national railways, but also on the broader level of the EU. 
 
Following high procurement levels and after coaches from major 
orders are delivered around 2025, the OEM market is expected to 
show signs of consolidation at some lower yearly levels of around 
EUR xx million on average from 2026 to 2030. 
 
 

 
After a period of lower procurement levels, passenger locomotives 
for passenger transport services are being increasingly procured 
again. Demanded are modern multi-system locomotives capable 
for cross-border transport along different European catenary 
systems and with higher maximum speed. The latest trends shows 
that speed of 160 km/h is not any more competitive in the intercity 
transport segment, at least in Western Europe, although lines in 

Intercity passenger coaches and locomotives OEM market volume in Continental Europe (in EUR million)

© SCI Verkehr
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Eastern Europe are being upgraded to answer this demand 
better ……… 
 
Another important driver is the future development of short-distance 
flight markets in Europe. The short-distance flight became 
increasingly popular over the last decades, characterised by low-
cost offers from regional carriers. However, this trend recently 
started to change, already setting a path for further modal shift in 
future. In efforts to minimise the carbon footprint in the scope of the 
EU’s decarbonisation plans for climate neutrality by 2050, 
governments are imposing restrictions on short-distance flights.  
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The market for night trains is experiencing a revival 
 
Recently, the night train topic became relevant again, as the 
concept was revived by a rising debate in the EU about decreasing 
the ecological footprint through sustainable mobility. Thus, night 
trains are seen as a viable alternative to air and road transport. 
Several initiatives and campaigns for supporting the 
Europeans …….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

The night train passenger coach OEM market volume in EUR 
is expected to increase by 18.4% p.a. between 2022 and 2026 
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2 Intercity transport market in Continental Europe 

2.1 Overview 

 

Socio-economic data 2021 

Population (million) 488 

CAGR Population 2021-26 (%) 0.3 

Degree of urbanisation (%) 71 

GDP per capita (PPP, USD) 43,970 

GDP (current prices, EUR bn) 16,620 

CAGR GDP (real) 2021-26 (%) 2.3 

Rail infrastructure   

Mainline railway network (km) 215,500 

High-speed railway network (km) 6,600 

Transport market   

Transport performance (bn pkm) 256 

Rail modal share (%, 2019) 7.9 

Share of PSO (%, 2019) ~60% 

Share of Open-access (%, 2019) ~40% 

Intercity passenger rail fleet   

EMU (units) 900  

DMU (units) 740 

High-speed train (units) 790  

Passenger coach (cars) 13,900 

Electric locomotive1 (units)  1,800  

Diesel locomotive1 (units) 100 

Sources: Eurostat, IMF, IRG, SCI/DATABASE 

Figure 1: Continental Europe – overview passenger transport 

 
The market analysed comprises 28 national markets in Continental Europe. The European markets with 
broad-gauge (e.g., Spain, Finland, Baltic states) and, due to its special characteristics, the UK market 
are not included in this MultiClient Study. In total, the passenger transport market in Continental Europe 
is valued at xxbillion pkm in 2021. The pre-crisis level in 2019 was xx billion pkm. In 2020, this high 
performance level collapsed by about xx% to xx billion pkm as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. The 
rail modal share was almost 8% in 2019 and it was significantly lower in 2020, as public transport lost 
market share due to the crisis. In 2021, transport performance recorded a growth of 22% compared to 
2020. However, SCI Verkehr expects a recovery to the pre-crisis level in 2023. 
 
The EU has been promoting the rail sector through a series of reforms towards market liberalisation 
since 2001. The EU vision is to create a European dimension for rail transport, establishing a Single 
European Railway Area. This requires not only economic reforms but also technical and legal ones. EU 
regulation has a major impact on the development of the passenger rail sector in Eastern Europe. 
Although not all countries of the region are member-states, EU rules serve as guidelines for the sector’s 
development. 
 
The largest operators in the passenger transport market in Continental Europe are the two state-owned 
railways xx which are also active abroad through subsidiaries. So far, there are only a few private 
operators in open-access transport, e.g., xx. 

 
 
1 Deployed in passenger transport services 
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Differences in the markets analysed can be seen not only in terms of size but also in terms of the 
conditions for intercity transport with speeds of up to 250 km/h. While some markets like Germany have 
their own network of intercity trains, other markets (e.g., Netherlands or Hungary) do not allow a clear 
distinction between regional and long-distance transport because of their size and the top speeds. 
 
……. 
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2.2 Intercity transport market 

2.2.1 Passenger transport market development 

The passenger transport market in Continental Europe is valued at xx billion pkm in 2021. Germany 
and France are the largest markets and account for nearly half of the region’s performance. In third and 
fourth place are Italy and xx respectively. The fifth largest market in Continental Europe is yxx Together, 
these five markets account for three quarters of passenger rail performance in the region. The larger 
markets United Kingdom and Spain are not considered within this study focussing only on Continental 
Europe. 
 

 
Figure 2: Continental Europe – Passenger rail transport by country and top 5 markets 

 
With the exception of a slight decline in 2009/10, passenger rail transport has been showing dynamic 
growth since 2005 with an average annual growth rate of xx% in the past decade (2010-20). Growth 
has been increasing since 2015 and averaged xx% per year until 2019. Momentum came in particular 
from Eastern Europe, with transport in Poland and the Czech Republic growing significantly due to the 
modernisation of infrastructure and rolling stock and the establishment of competition. 
 

Source: Eurostat, Forecast: SCI Verkehr

Continental Europe: Top 5 passenger rail transport markets 2021 (bn pkm)

© SCI Verkehr
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Figure 3: Continental Europe – Passenger rail transport development till 2020 

 
Performance development is not homogeneous in Europe. For example, passenger rail transport 
performance in Eastern Europe declined almost continuously in the period between 2000 und 2014. 
Since 2014, the passenger rail transport market has been growing again. This movement is strongly 
influenced by the development of passenger rail in Slovakia (xx% p.a. 2014-2019), the Czech Republic 
xx% p.a. 2014-2019) and Poland (xx% p.a. 2014 - 2019), the latter being the largest market in Eastern 
Europe. The recent growth of the passenger rail performance in Eastern Europe has influenced the 
overall development of the market in Continental Europe.  
 
xx…… 
 
Forecast 2030 
 
SCI Verkehr expects transport performance in Continental Europe to return to pre-crisis levels by 2023.  
Many countries have eased their Covid-19 restrictions with the beginning of 2022. Although the 
Omicron mutation of the virus is spreading faster than previous mutations, the high vaccination rates 
and milder courses allow an easing of the restrictions and curfews. Not all measures are eased, but a 
pre-Covid-19 routine is slowly coming back. ……. 

Source: IMF, Eurostat, SCI Verkehr

Continental Europe: Development of passenger rail performance, GDP and modal share  
(Index = 2005)
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Figure 4: Continental Europe – Prognosis of passenger rail transport performance 

Transport performance Continental Europe (billion pkm)  

Year 
2019 

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 
CAGR 

2025-30 

Forecast  404.5  209.8 255.7 399.7 420.5 434.0 448.2 
2.4% 

y-o-y (%)  -48.1 +21.8 +56.3 +5.2 +3.2 +3.3 

       © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
After the Covid-19 pandemic, people might generally return to their old mobility behaviour. However, 
there is a slight migration to motorised private transport and, on shorter distances in the metropolitan 
areas, to the bicycle. The recovery of long-distance transport services is being slowed down by the fact 
that companies are dispensing with business trips, as they now hold more meetings digitally. 
 
The European states basically maintain their investments in rail transport. Especially the “European 
Year of Rail” 2021, that promotes trains as safe and sustainable ……. 
 
SCI Verkehr assumes that competition on the railways remains viable and no major insolvencies are 
expected. The states and Public Transportation Authorities (PTA) will support private transport 
companies. For example, in Austria the state concluded a PSO contract with the private open-access 
operator Westbahn to support the company and maintain limited operations. 
 
In the long-term, a stable growth in passenger transport is expected. More investments are going to be 
made to support the passenger rail industry against the backdrop of combating climate change. Since 
the airline …….. 
 
 
Main drivers of transport performance 
 
Drivers Brief description Relevance Trend 

Contact / 
travel 
restrictions 

– Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, contact and travel restrictions of the curfews 
drastically led to reducing travel activities. From spring 2022 on, there will no longer 
be a larger impact of restrictions, so contacts will get back to its pre-Covid-19 level. 

◕ ↗ 

Source: Eurostat, Prognosis: SCI Verkehr

Continental Europe: Development and forecast of passenger rail performance
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Drivers Brief description Relevance Trend 

Mobility 
behaviour 

– The mobility behaviour will change slightly after the crisis. Companies are already, 
and will increasingly, be dispensing with business trips, holding more meetings 
digitally and enabling more working from home. 

– A slight migration from rail to individual transport is expected as a result of the 

Covid-19 crisis. The lockdowns lasted long, so a long-term behavioural change is 
likely to occur. 

– A general trend has been observed in Europe, which is that more passengers are 

preferring long-distance rail transport over air transport especially on domestic 
routes as travelling by rail becomes more attractive due to shorter journeys and 
better connections. Also, a greater social awareness concerning climate change can 

be observed. Furthermore, the airline industry was more severely hit by the crisis 
than the rail industry and therefore reported more insolvencies, resulting in a lower 
level of service availability and reliability. 

– The political discussions about climate change are improving the conditions for the 
rail sector overall. As higher investments and research budgets for alternative drive 
and carbon-neutral solutions are made available, rail sector taxes are lowered and in 

some cases the costs of individual mobility are increased via higher carbon prices. 

⚫ ↗ 

Infrastructure – In Continental Europe, the states are expected to maintain their investments in 
general to reinforce demand and increase transport capacity, hence no major 

postponements are expected. 

– On a large-scale, investments will grow again because of the continuously 
increasing EU-wide political push for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 

and the growing trend towards environmental awareness in society as well as how 
the rail sector can play an active role in achieving climate goals. 

◕ ↗ 

Competition – Market liberalisation of the national transport markets of EU Member States has 
been advancing to varying degrees. In open-access, incumbents have strongly 

challenged the market entry of competing operators, through for example reducing 
prices on specific routes or creating barriers for ticket sales. Just some markets 
publish open tenders for PSO contracts. 

– The EU Fourth Railway Package is especially important, because it stipulates a 
further deregulation of national passenger rail markets. Deregulation enables private 
train operating companies to provide additional services on profitable lines on a 

commercial basis in open-access from 2021. The PSO markets should be open for 
tenders from 2023.  

– The States and PTA have and will support private transport companies, so the 

competition on the railways remains viable. No further major insolvencies are 
expected. 

◕ ↗ 

Rolling stock 
fleet  

– Rolling stock improvements are a key to achieving the forecasted growth in 
passenger transport performance, as this will make rail more attractive and thus 
contribute to an increase in ridership. 

– Many transport operators have announced that they will modernise their fleets and 

create additional capacity to cope with the expected transport growth. For this 
purpose, also high capacity (e.g., double deck) trains are to be procured. 

– Several fleet rejuvenation and modernisation projects are postponed for financial 

reasons but will still take place due to state funding. 

◕ ↗ 

Income – Rising income generally results in increased mobility. But because of the financial 
crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, there will be a lower growth in income. 

◑ → 

Politics – Due to the high importance of rail transport for the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions in the transport sector, both the European Union and the individual 
member states have launched various programmes to support rail transport. 

– Important EU programmes are the EU Green Deal, The EU Mobility Strategy, Next 
Generation EU, Shift2Rail, TEE 2.0 and the Multiannual Financial Framework 
including the National Recovery and Resilience Plans (NRRPs). 

– The ongoing war in the Ukraine leads to some uncertainties in the transport 
performance and vehicle deliveries. The severity of it depends on the duration of the 
war. 

◑  

Demographic 
development  

– Population growth in Continental Europe is very low but not affected by the Covid-19 
pandemic. The expected growth in the medium term is only 1.3% p.a., with some 

◔ → 
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Drivers Brief description Relevance Trend 

countries presenting growth rates very close to zero or even negative, such as 
Germany or Italy. 

Relevance for procurement: ⚫= very high, ◕ = high, ◑ = medium, ◔ = low, ○ = none 

5-year trend:  = strongly increasing, = increasing,  = constant,  = decreasing,  =strongly decreasing 

 © SCI Verkehr 

 
2.2.2 Development on main intercity corridors 

A lot of international connections have been reduced since the 1990s as many European countries 
were focused on air and road transport. When it came to rail transport, the focus mainly laid on domestic 
rail transport. However, at the end of 2020 Germany launched its plans to revive the TransEuropExpress 
concept, a network of European intercity cross-border trains by cooperating railway companies, in 
order to combat climate change. 
 
– ………. 
 

 
Source: BMVI 

Figure 5: Overview of first step TEE 2.0 routes focusing on Central and Western Europe 

 
In a second step, with a short and medium-term implementation, the focus of the routes lies mostly on 
Southern and Eastern European country connections: 
 
– TEE 21/22: Venice - Ljubljana - Graz -Vienna - Prague (end-2020s) 
– TEE 23/24: Vienna - Ostrava - Krakow -Warsaw - Gdynia/Brest (near future) 
– ……….. 
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Source: BMVI 

Figure 6: Overview of second step of TEE 2.0 routes focusing on Southern and Eastern Europe 

 
In a third step of the concept TEE 2.0 additional routes as part of the signed Letter of Intent or routes 
directly demanded by countries are in focus: 
 
– TEE 41/42: Budapest - Bratislava - Warsaw (near future) 
– TEE 43/44: Tallinn - Riga - Kaunas - Warsaw (end-2020s) 
……… 
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Source: BMVI 

Figure 7: Overview of third step of TEE 2.0 routes focusing on additional routes 

 
In addition, a complementary network for night services is planned to be installed (see chapter 9). 
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2.3 Competitive landscape / Transport operators 

2.3.1 European market regulation 

Structure of the passenger rail market 
 
National states are responsible for regulating passenger rail markets in Continental Europe. However, 
the EU provides a general legal framework, from which the most important aspects are presented below. 
 
– … 

 

Due to the different framework parameters, SCI Verkehr distinguishes in the following between the 
markets for Public Service Obligations (PSO) and open-access. For PSOs, the states conclude 
contracts with railway companies which regulate the scope of services, quality and usually also 
compensation payments (PSO contracts). By contrast, transport services that are operated on a 
commercial basis and at the financial risk of the transport operators are grouped under open-access. 
Approximately two thirds of transport performance in Europe is provided under a PSO contract, one 
third is in the open-access market. 
 
Public Service Obligation (PSO) 
 
In the EU, public services for passenger rail transport are concluded as PSO contracts between public 
bodies and transport companies. The individual states are responsible for awarding and financing 
these services. Within the states, the responsibilities are regulated differently. While some states 
organise transport contracts exclusively at state level, in other markets the regions are responsible for 
ordering transport services:  
 
… 

 
Figure 8: Continental Europe – tender procedures 

 
The degree of market opening strongly differs within the different markets in Continental Europe. Only 
two states in Europe (Sweden and the UK) have fully opened their commercial services and those 
under public service obligations. In the EU, several member states tender their rail services. …..  

Market opening in Europe: Tender procedures

Source: EU Market monitoring

Mainly competitive 
tenders

Partly competitive tenders

Direct awardings
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2.3.2 Intercity transport operators 

In a few markets in Europe, competition in intercity transport has so far been established. Intercity 
transport is usually offered as both PSO as well as on open-access basis. … 
 

 
Figure 9: Continental Europe – Competition intensity open-access 

 
In some European markets, competition in open-access has already been established. Although some 
state railways also provide part of their long-distance transport services in open-access on a 
commercial basis, third party transport companies in the open-access market are often in focus in this 
segment. 
 
State railways 
 
The incumbents of the largest markets, Germany (DB) and France (SNCF), dominate the European 
railway market. Both are also successful outside their domestic markets. Together, the two companies 
have a market share of xx% of the total transport performance in Continental Europe. They are followed 
by Trenitalia (~xx%), ÖBB and SBB. 
 
– ….. 
 
The most significant competitors to the incumbent operators are mostly companies allied to the 
incumbents of other country markets.  
 

Market opening in Europe: Competition intensity Open Access intercity

Source: SCI; Number and market share of competitors

Medium

Low

No competition
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Figure 10: Continental Europe – Market share by operator 

 
The largest operators in Continental Europe are linked to the countries with the highest transport 
volume. … 
 
The largest operators in intercity transport are presented in the table below: 
 
Operator Brief description 

DB Fernverkehr – DB Fernverkehr, the Deutsche Bahn’s long-distance transport business segment compromises 
national and international long-distance transport with ICE and IC/EC and is the most important 
operator in German long-distance transport with a market share of about 99% in 2021. However, DB 
Fernverker's share is expected to decline slightly due to the successful market entrance of FlixTrain 

and its expansion plans in the upcoming years. As the German long-distance passenger rail market 
is organised in open-access, the companies operate on a commercial basis and rely exclusively on 
ticket sales and other market revenues (e.g., catering). 

SNCF – The French state railway SNCF is the largest long-distance operator in France. With its passenger 
subsidiary SNCF Voyageurs it not only operates the TGV, France high-speed rail, but also the 
intercity brand Intercités, connecting French network with non high-speed trains. In April 2022, SNCF 

started its offer Ouigo Classic with modernised Corail passenger coaches for low-cost services. 

SBB – The national railway company of Switzerland, SBB, is the largest intercity operator in Switzerland. In 
cooperation with other sta6te railways, such as DB, SNCF and Trenitalia, SBB expanded its 

international rail transport services in 2019 on the most important corridors. Since the end of 2021, 
SBB offers overnight transport services to and from Switzerland jointly with Austrian state railway 
ÖBB. Furthermore, the joint “Swiss Air Rail” service offered by SBB and the airline Swiss is to be 

expanded to include an international service to Munich from July 2022 onwards.  

FS Italiane – The Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane (FS) is the Italian state railway. With its subsidiary Trenitalia, that was 
founded in 2000, it offers passenger transport. It is the most important operator in Italian regional and 

long-distance rail transport. Trenitalia offers national rail transport in Italy with two types of long-
distance trains: the Frecce and Intercity trains. Since 2019, it is cooperating with other state railways, 
such as SBB, DB and SNCF to expand international services. 

ÖBB – ÖBB Personenverkehr AG, as the national incumbent in Austria, is the largest operator of intercity 
services in Austria. Unlike other Western European national incumbents, ÖBB has not introduced any 
multiple units or high-speed trains for its long-distance services. Instead, the long-distance services 
solely rely on locomotive hauled train sets operational at speed of up to 230 km/h that are 

segmented as intercity services. Its premium intercity product named Railjet operates on all main 
corridors across Austria including on lines to neighbouring countries such as Switzerland, Austria, 

Continental Europe: Market share by operator in long-distance transport in 2020 
(%, pkm)

Source: Company information, SCI estimation

DB Fernverkehr
11%

SNCF
11%

SBB
4%

FS
4%

ÖBB
3%

Others
67%

Total: 
141 billion pkm
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Operator Brief description 

Czechia and Hungary. Besides its Railjet services, ÖBB also employs conventional intercity services, 
which have additional stops and more regionalised itineraries. 

 
Private Open-access operators 
 
There are only five markets in Europe where there is significant competition in open-access: Sweden, 
Italy, Austria, Czech Republic, and Slovakia. In the following, the most important competitors in 
European Open-access are briefly presented: 
 
Flixtrain  

Brief description – Flixtrain is a German private open-access operator of rail services. It is a subsidiary of the FlixMobility 
GmbH and offers long-distance passenger transport since 2017. In long-distance transport in 
Germany, it is the only competitor to DB. Flixtrain has introduced several new lines in 2021. 

Fleet structure – ~ ten electric locomotives 

– 155 refurbished used passenger coaches 

Expansion plans – In 2021, Flixtrain doubled the number of its routes in Germany and introduced its first night train 
service, however not with sleeping couchettes but standard train sets 

– Since May 2021, Flixtrain has been active abroad for the first time in Sweden on the Gothenburg - 
Stockholm line. 

– For 2022, Flixtrain plans on expanding its network to 70 German cities. FlixMobility has announced its 
intention to expand into further markets in Europe. 

– In the beginning of 2022, it became known that FlixMobility plans on acquiring own rolling stock with 

concrete plans on procuring 65 push-pull trainsets from TMH. However, due to the current Russia-
Ukraine crisis, these plans are rather unlikely. Furthermore, Flixtrain plans on procuring up to 50 
Vectron locomotives from Siemens. 

– SCI Verkehr expects further expansion of Flixtrain in the European market. 

 © SCI Verkehr 
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RegioJet  

Brief description – RegioJet is a private open-access operator in the Czech Republic and a joined subsidiary of Keolis and 
Student Agency. It offers open-access rail and bus services since 2011. In the Czech Republic, it 
operates on the lines Prague - Ostrava - Havirov. It is operating cross-border transport to Austria on the 
Vienna - Breclav - Brno - Prague line and to Slovakia on the Prague - Kosice line. Since May 2021, 

RegioJet extended the line from Prague - Bratislava to several cities in Croatia. 

Fleet structure – The company operates one diesel as well as 31 electric locomotives and about 15 multiple units. 

– RegioJet’s fleet currently consist of 125 modern, climatised passenger coaches for speeds up to 

200 km/h. 

– The core of the fleet consists of used coaches from the Austrian and Swiss Federal Railways. 

– The Romanian manufacturer Astra also produced recently modern passenger coaches for RegioJet. 

– Furthermore, RegioJet purchased in 2021 29 used passenger coaches of DB with a speed up to 200 
km/h that are to be operated, after an overhaul, in the Czech Republic and in cross-border transport to 
Austria, Slovakia, and other neighbouring countries. 

Expansion plans – RegioJet invested around EUR 76 million in rolling stock in 2021. In addition to new and used 
passenger coaches, 15 Bombardier Traxx multi-system locomotives were procured. 

– In early 2022, more electric multi-system locomotives from Alstom/Bombardier for further network 
expansion to Central and East Europe were ordered. 

– RegioJet has most recently successfully applied for train paths in Poland and intends to offer routes 
both nationally and internationally. 

– Preliminary permission has been granted to RegioJet in early 2022 for the Krakow -Rijeka service until 

2026, allowing further extension of the network to the south of Eastern Europe. 

– The Czech company has been awarded operating licence in the beginning of 2022 for Austria which 
will enable RegioJet to further expand its network with plans to offer services from Warsaw to Innsbruck 

and other ski resorts.  

– SCI Verkehr expects further expansion of RegioJet initially with focus on Eastern Europe. 

 © SCI Verkehr 

 
Leo Express  

Brief description – Leo Express is a Czech private open-access operator of rail and bus services. It started rail operations 
in 2012. Leo Express is operating in the Czech Republic and its neighbouring countries Slovakia and 
Poland. The company is mostly active as an operator in long-distance transport and operates several 

trains on the line Prague - Lichkov as well as on the line Prague - Ostrava. Cross-border trains connect 
Prague with Kosice in Slovakia and Krakow in Poland are operated by Leo Express as well. 

– After financial difficulties in 2020, Spanish state railway Renfe acquired 50% of Leo Express’s capital in 

2020. It provides for a 50% capital increase in Leo Express. This is intended to strengthen the 
internationalisation process of the Spanish operator. 

Fleet structure – The company provides services with 23 multiple units and also operates about 10 passenger coaches 
from the early 1990s. 

– Leo Express operates a fleet of five Stadler FLIRT EMUs with high-quality intercity equipment. 

– The company has tested two Sirius EMUs from the Chinese manufacturer CRRC. However, reportedly, 
the operator cancelled the delivery contract of up to 30 EMUs in May 2022. 

Expansion plans – Renfe has announced its intention to push ahead with its expansion plans in other European countries.  

– SCI Verkehr therefore expects further expansion of Leo Express in the European market. 
Concrete plans, such as orders for vehicles, have not been published. 

 © SCI Verkehr 
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MTR Express  

Brief description – MTR Express is a Swedish open-access operator of rail services. It is a subsidiary of MTR Corporation. 
It is running intercity rail services between Gothenburg and Stockholm since 2015. 

Fleet Structure – Six Stadler Flirt (X74) for intercity high-speed services. 

– 129 Coradia Nordic for regional and commuter transport. 

Expansion plans – No expansion plans of MTR Express are known so far. 

– SCI Verkehr expects MTR Express to continue to focus on its core Stockholm - Gothenburg 
route. However, expansion of the MTR Group in Europe is possible. 

 © SCI Verkehr 

 

 
Westbahn  

Brief description – Westbahn is an Austrian private open-access operator of rail services. Since 2011, it operates one 
service on the Vienna - Salzburg line, in direct competition with Austrian state railway ÖBB. The line 
was be extended to Munich in Germany in April 2022. 

Fleet structure – 15 Stadler KISS EMU 

– Four CRRC double-deck EMU 2 (by 2023) 

Expansion plans – Starting from the main line, the Westbahn will offer international services to Munich from the end of 
2021 onwards. 

– Westbahn has ordered new double-decker multiple-unit trains from CRRC, which are planned to 

operate in five countries from 2023, including Austria, Germany, and Hungary. 

– SCI Verkehr therefore expects further possible expansion of Westbahn in the European market. 

 © SCI Verkehr 

 
In addition to the existing operators, SCI Verkehr currently sees smaller potential for other operators to 
enter the long-distance market in Europe: 
 
– xxxxx 
 
 
  

Snälltaget  

Brief description – Snälltaget is a private open-access operator, offering intercity services between Malmö and Stockholm 
and Stockholm and the skiing areas of Östersund and Are. Snälltaget is a subsidiary of Transdev. 

Fleet structure – 49 passenger coaches and 5 electric locomotives. 

Expansion plans – With the decision of Transdev to sell Snälltaget, the future is uncertain. 

– Besides the latest network expansion to Berlin and the seasonal services to the Austrian Alps, 
Snälltaget has not published any expansion plans.  

 © SCI Verkehr 
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3 Push-pull train industry market in Continental Europe 

3.1 Fleet structure 

3.1.1 Rolling stock in intercity transport 

The demand for passenger transport service in Continental Europe is covered by several rolling stock 
types. In intercity transport services, SCI Verkehr defines the following relevant rolling stock types: 
 
– Interregional/intercity multiple units: self-driven (motorised) units, which normally consist of one 

or several permanently-coupled individual cars and which are operated in ………….. 
 
The rolling stock fleet operated in intercity passenger services in Continental Europe comprises a 
total of around xx vehicles, including passenger coaches (with maximum speed of 160 km/h or above), 
locomotives, multiple units, and high-speed trains. Almost xx% of this fleet accounts for vehicles 
operated in push-pull transport services, i.e., locomotives (with electric and diesel traction) and 
passenger coaches (of several types used in a trainset configuration). 
 

 
Figure 11: Continental Europe – Intercity passenger rolling stock 

 
In general, a trend of substituting passenger coaches with multiple units can be observed. Multiple 
units are mainly operated in and around major cities, ……………….. 
 
 

Passenger coach 
(cars); 76%

Electric locomotive; 
10%

Diesel locomotive; 1%

Intercity/Interregional EMU; 5%

Intercity/Interregional DMU; 4%

High-speed train; 4%

Intercity passenger rolling stock installed base per segment in Continental Europe in 2021

© SCI Verkehr
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Figure 12: Continental Europe – Installed base of intercity passenger coaches 

 
Large intercity passenger coach fleets of over 1,000 cars are operated in Belgium, Italy, Switzerland 
and Austria. The countries responsible for another one-third of the total fleet in Continental Europe. In 
terms of the fleet size, the Eastern European countries are clearly behind the Western European 
countries with only Romania being among the top countries. Manufacturers and products 
3.1.2 Intercity passenger coaches 

In the last five-year period, between 2017 and 2021, around 420 intercity passenger coaches were 
delivered to operators in Continental Europe. Almost 65% of these deliveries were double-deck 
coaches built by Alstom/Bombardier, while the rest were single-deck coaches from various 
manufacturers, mostly from Eastern Europe. 
 

Installed base of intercity passenger coaches in Continental Europe in 2021 (~13,860 cars)
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Figure 13: Continental Europe – Intercity passenger coach manufacturer shares 2017-21 

 
 

Manufacturer Recent activity overview 
2017-2021 

cars delivered 

Alstom / 
Bombardier 

With the takeover of Bombardier in 2021, Alstom became the passenger coach market 
leader in Continental Europe. Most recent delivery activities are related exclusively to 
double-deck coach deliveries in Germany (by Bombardier, prior to the merge) and in 

Belgium where Alstom/Bombardier signed a large framework contract for more than 
1,300 cars with national passenger operator SNCB in 2015 and delivery started in 2021. 

270 

MAV Szolnok 

MAV Szolnok, a production site of the Hungarian national railway passenger operator 
MAV, was very active recently, restarting rolling stock production in the country after it 

ended in 1990’s. The series production of the modern single-deck passenger coaches 
for domestic and international services started in 2018, while ambitious plans for 2024 
are announced for driving trailer coach production as well. 

90 

ZOS Vrutky 

Slovak rolling stock manufacturer ZOS Vrutky plays a role in plans of national passenger 
operator ZSSK for upgrade long-distance coach fleet. This cooperation recently included 
new single-deck 1st and 2nd class passenger coach deliveries, as well as refurbishment 
agreement for part of the existing coach fleet. The new procurements are often realised 

from the EU funds. Unlike the other modern single-deck intercity passenger coaches, 
ZOS Vrutky’s cars are designed for lower maximum speed of 160 km/h. 

35 

Astra Vagoane 
Calatori 

In the passenger coach segment, Romanian rolling stock manufacturer Astra Vagoane 
Calatori was recently active outside its domestic market by delivering modern passenger 
coaches to the Czech open-access operator RegioJet. The company also provides 

coach maintenance services to Romanian state railway CFR Calatori. 

22 

 Siemens 

Following strong activity in Austria, Siemens is putting in efforts to further expand its 
business in Eastern Europe as well. In a consortium with Skoda, Siemens has been 
recently awarded with important intercity single-deck coach orders for the national 

incumbent CD, with first deliveries starting at the end of 2021. With coaches of its proven 
Viaggio platform, Siemens plays an important part in reshaping the Czech long-distance 
passenger transport offer with trains branded as InterJet and ComfortJet. 

~5 
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Intercity passenger coaches benchmark products overview 
 

Alstom / Bombardier
64%
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For the benchmarking purposes, single-deck intercity passenger coaches capable for operation at 200 
km/h or higher are presented, as these are the most relevant products segment for the intercity and 
long-distance, i.e., night train, transport services, impacting the future market development the most. 
There are several passenger coaches currently available in the Continental European market which 
can be differentiated by maximum speed, namely 230 km/h and 200 km/h. 
Among coaches for operation at 230 km/h, two relevant products type are present in Continental 
Europe – Siemens Viaggio Comfort and Talgo 230 coaches. A detailed overview is presented in the 
following table. 
 
Asset type Viaggio Comfort Viaggio Comfort Talgo coaches 

(Talgo 230 – ICE-L) 

 

   

 High Floor Coaches 
New coach types for ÖBB’s 
Day and Night concept 

ICE-L coaches for DB 
Fernverkehr 

Main supplier Siemens/Skoda Siemens Talgo 

Track gauge (mm) 1,435 1,435 1,435 

Operator(s) CD ÖBB DB 

Number of coaches  

(delivered/ordered) 
50 / 182 0 / 303 (700 frame-contract) 0 / 391 (2) 

Length (mm) 26,400 -26,8500 26,400 -26,8500 13,800 

Width (mm) 2,825 2,825 2,942 

Height (mm) 4,050 4,050 3,600 

Weight (t) 48.6-53.3 48.-54.4 18-19 

Axle arrangement 2’2’ 2’2’ 2’2’ 

Bogie type SF400 SF100L n/a 

Vmax (km/h) 230 230 230 

Brake system 
3 discs per axle + 

magnetic track brake 

3 discs per axle + 

magnetic track brake 
Pneumatic with ABS 

Number of seats 

(2nd class standard) 
80* 67* 54* 

Toilet system Vacuum type Vacuum type Enclosed 

   © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

*subject to chosen layout and arrangement        

The Viaggio Comfort coaches are part of the proven Siemens Viaggio family, ordered, branded and 
operated by different operators throughout the world. Due to the clear and standardised design, the 
model offers a quick and easy scaling of the train capacity as required by route or season. With a 
maximum speed of 230 km/h, this train set meets requirements for intercity transport. By design as 
single-deck coaches and as a complete trainset as well, a wide range of potential uses are possible, 
allowing flexible configuration of trains according to requirements and line planning. Different train 
configurations allow capacities of over 800 seats and, depending on requirements, the Viaggio Comfort 
can combine two complete trainsets using double traction. The recent order intake include: 
 
– The Czech national rail incumbent České dráhy (CD) ordered 182 intercity Viaggio Comfort 

passenger coaches from the Siemens/Skoda consortium in 2019. Nine 20-car trainsets will be 
operated by CD, while national infrastructure manager Správa železnice (SZDC) will receive two 

 
 
2 Additional 1,309 cars in framework contract 
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coaches for testing purposes. The coaches are of six different configuration types, out of which five 
different coach configurations are deployed once in every train set. Featuring state-of-the-art 
interior, these trainsets are of a higher service level compared to 2018 ordered Viaggio Comfort 
coaches, which is well depicted also in given brand name of ComfortJet. 

– In 2018, České dráhy (CD) ordered 50 Viaggio Comfort passenger coaches from a Siemens/Skoda 
consortium for national long-distance services under the InterJet brand. The value of the contract 
was EUR 115 million. Starting from December 2021, they are delivered are as semi-permanently 
coupled five-car sets. Siemens is responsible for the engineering, production of the car bodies, 
delivery of the bogies and the dynamic commissioning as well as authorisation, while Skoda 
handles the electric and mechanic final assembly and as well as delivery of auxiliary converters 
and control cabinets. 

– Under the brand of Railjet, Austrian incumbent ÖBB has been the largest customer and operator 
for Viaggio Comfort trainsets. After the first coaches from a 2006 order for 469 cars were introduced 
in 2008 and proved in everyday services, more coaches followed in 2018. ÖBB and Siemens signed 
a framework agreement for the delivery of day (Railjet) and night trains with a total of up to 700 
passenger coaches over the next five years. Night train is branded as Nightjet. The agreement has 
a total volume of more than EUR 1.5 billion when all of the agreement’s services have been called 
up. At the signing of the agreement, ÖBB placed its first call for eight nine-car Railjet and 13 seven-
car Nightjet trains, while further order for 20 seven-car Nightjets followed in 2021. The Viaggio 
coaches will be operated with ÖBB’s current fleet of Siemens Taurus locomotives. Commissioning 
of the first trains is planned for 2022, while the framework agreement can also be extended beyond 
2023 by ÖBB. 

 
Founded in 1942, Talgo is a Spanish manufacturer of intercity, standard, and high-speed passenger 
trains. The core business of Talgo is manufacturing and maintenance of (very) high-speed trains and 
passenger coaches. For its passenger coaches, Talgo is using an extruded aluminium structure that is 
making train-sets lighter. Consequently, that results in greater speeds (up to 250 km/h), lower energy 
consumption and lower operational costs. Talgo trains can be fitted with a variable gauge system that 
allows them to run on different networks without losing significant time at gauge-changing stations. 
One another specificity of the Talgo passenger coaches differing them form conventional coach type 
in Europe is a one-axle system making them comparatively shorter. This configuration features a lighter 
weight of the coaches, however, the coaches can only operate as entire set as coupling procedures 
are time-consuming and technically complex. 
 
The Talgo coaches operate in different configurations on different networks throughout the world. In 
2019, Deutsche Bahn (DB) announced the awarding of a framework contract of up to 100 Talgo 230 
push-pull trainsets to operate long-distance inter-city and international services branded as ECx. A first 
order was for the delivery of 23 train sets comprising 17 passenger coaches and an electric locomotive. 
In 2020, Danske Statsbaner (DSB) announced a firm order of eight trainsets comprising 13 passenger 
coaches which was later expanded to 14 passenger coaches per train set. Unlike for the ECx, the Talgo 
coaches of DSB will only operate at speeds up to 200 km/h hauled by Siemens Vectron locomotives. 
The train sets will be employed on international routes to Germany. 
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The following table gives an overview of the three additional passenger coach types that are operational 
at speeds up to 200 km/h. 
 
Asset type Cegielski FPS 175A Bpmz 20-90 type (AVA 200) MAV IC+ 

 

   

Main supplier Cegielski FPS Astra Vagoane Calatori MAV 

Track gauge (mm) 1,435 1,435 1,435 

Operator(s) PKP Intercity RegioJet MAV-Start 

Number of coaches  
(delivered/ordered) 

76 / 81 22 / 0 90 / 0 

Length (mm) 26,400 26,400 26,400 

Width (mm) 2,824 2,825 2,825 

Height (mm) 4,050 4,050 4,050 

Weight (t) 50-52 42 47.5 

Axle arrangement 2’2’ 2’2’ 2’2’ 

Bogie type 25ANa Y32R SF400 MAV 

Vmax (km/h) 200 200 200 

Brake system Disc brake n/a 
Disc and magnetic, 

Knorr KE-PR-Mg (D) based 

Number of seats 72 80 80 

Toilet system Enclosed Vacuum Enclosed 

   © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
Cegielski FPS (H. Cegielski – Fabryka Pojazdów Szynowych Sp. z o.o.) is a Polish manufacturing 
company from the city of Poznan. It is one of the oldest rolling stock manufacturers in Poland. The 
company was founded on the grounds of the former Locomotive and Rail Car Factory, continuing 
rolling stock production and repair operations. Its only customer so far is Polish state-owned passenger 
transport operator PKP Intercity, where cooperation also included refurbishment and modernisation 
projects. The latest order for PKP Intercity comprised the delivery of 55 passenger coaches worth EUR 
113 million. The contract included an option for an additional 26 coaches that was realised in 2019. 
 
Astra Vagoane Calatori is the only manufacturer of passenger coaches in Romania and one of the 
most important manufacturers in Eastern Europe. Astra produces different types of passenger coaches 
for regional and long-distance transport. The main type is the AVA 200 series, two other series were 
developed for the Italian and the Czech market. From the AVA 200 series, Astra produces different 
versions, such as sleeping and restaurant coaches. 
 
MAV (Hungarian State Railways) is the Hungarian national railway company, with divisions MAV-Start 
Zrt. for passenger transport and MAV-Guessed Zrt. for maintenance services. MAV-Start initiated a 
project to produce a 70 IC+ passenger coaches for long-distance operations at its Szolnok workshops. 
The project is being financed by the state budget. Plans for additional 62 IC+ driving trailer coaches 
for 2024 are announced. 
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3.1.3 Intercity passenger locomotives 

A total of around 140 locomotives intended for operation in intercity passenger transport services, 
were delivered between 2017 and 2021. A majority of around 95% were electric locomotives, while 
diesel locomotives were delivered only in small numbers by Alstom/Bombardier and of a type that is 
not produced anymore. The manufacturer landscape in time span is less segmented than it is the case 
with manufacturers of intercity passenger coaches. 
 

 
Figure 14: Continental Europe – Intercity passenger locomotive manufacturer shares 2017-21 

 

Manufacturer Recent activity overview 
2017-2021 units 

delivered 

Alstom / 
Bombardier 

In the last years, Alstom/Bombardier has been trying to recapture market shares with 
its new products Traxx DC3 and MS3. The production of the Traxx 2 locomotive 
variants was ceased at the end of 2020. In early 2022, Belgian SNCB ordered Traxx 

MS3 locomotives for 200 km/h for domestic and international passenger transport 
services with recently ordered coaches. First deliveries are scheduled for 2026. 

~70 

Siemens 

Siemens significantly strengthened its market position by winning large orders in 
recent years. From 2017 on, large framework contracts were signed, e.g., with ÖBB, 

DB Cargo or leasing company Railpool. Except for France, Siemens is offering 
country homologations for each important Continental European railway market with 
the Vectron platform. Authorisations for commercial service in Belgium (MS version) 

and Denmark (AC version) were received in 2020, France is expected at the earliest in 
2026. In 2022, the company secured large orders in Eastern Europe, namely in 
Hungary and the Czech Republic. 

~40 

Newag 

Polish rolling stock manufacturer Newag recently put efforts in the development of its 
multi-system locomotives of the Griffin type, capable of operating cross-border 

transport. The company is delivering new units to the national incumbent PKP 
Intercity. 

30 
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Passenger locomotives benchmark products overview 
 
The relevant products for the benchmarking purposes of this study are passenger locomotives with 
maximum speed range from 160-230 km/h built by leading locomotive manufacturers in Continental 
Europe – Siemens and Alstom/Bombardier. 
 
Product Data Vectron AC Vectron MS Traxx AC3 

 

   

Main supplier Siemens Siemens Alstom/Bombardier 

Series AC MS AC3  

Years of delivery 2012- 2014- 2013- 

Total number of deliveries 
~160 in freight services 

~90 in passenger services 

~610 in freight services 

~50 in passenger services 

~220 in freight services 

~60 in passenger services 

Axle arrangement Bo’Bo’ Bo'Bo' Bo’Bo 

Operational area Mainline transport services Mainline transport services Mainline transport services 

Traction-system (AC) 
15 kV 16.7 Hz 

25 kV 50 Hz 

15 kV 16.7 Hz 

25 kV 50 Hz 

15 kV 16.7 Hz  

25 kV 50 Hz  

Traction-system (DC) 
- 1.5 kV 

3 kV 

- 

Length (m) 18.98 18.98 18.90 

Width (m) 3.01 3.01 2.98 

Power (kW) 6,400 6,400 5,600 

Vmax (km/h) 160-200  (2303) 160-200 (2304) 160 

Starting tractive effort (kN) 300 (320/3505) 300 (320/3505) 300 

Service weight (t) 82-88 90 87 

Axle load (t) 21.75 21.75 22.00 

Equipment 
ETCS, country safety systems, 

last-mile engine 

ETCS, country safety systems ETCS, country safety systems, 

last-mile engine 

Homologations 

AT, BG, CZ, CH, DE, DK, HU, 
HR, NO, RO, SE, SK, TK, IL, FI6 

DE, AT, BE, BG, CH, CZ, FI, 
HR, HU, IT, NL, NO, PL, RO, 

RS, SE, SK, SI, TK, (FR, LU) 

DE, AT, CH, CZ, RO, BG, NO, 
SE, SK, HU, HR, RS, TK, IL 

   © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
The Vectron is a reconfigurable, modular Bo’Bo’ multipurpose locomotive design by Siemens, 
intended to be the successor to the successful EuroSprinter family of locomotives. The Vectron family 
was officially introduced at the 2010 InnoTrans trade fair and started regular service in 2012. The 
Vectron AC locomotives are also available with an additional 180 kW last-mile diesel engine. 
 
  

 
 
3 Planned version for high-speed routes in Germany and Austria 
4 Planned version for high-speed routes in Germany and Austria 
5 320 kN tractive effort with software upgrade; an upgrade to 350 kN is possible for the Austrian market as of 2021 
6 A broad-gauge version 
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The Vectron AC is a dual-system locomotive with a maximum power output of 6,400 kW used for cross-
border services on European standard-gauge tracks. The high maximum speed and extended 
functions enable the locomotive to be utilised in freight as well in passenger transport services. The 
largest passenger operators in Continental Europe with this locomotive type in fleet are incumbents 
DSB (Denmark), DB Regio (Germany) and open-access operators Transdev (via its Swedish subsidiary 
Snälltaget) and Flixtrain (Germany). 
 
The Vectron MS locomotives were developed as multi-system locomotives with a maximum output of 
6,400 kW for cross-border freight and passenger transport services on European standard-gauge 
tracks. The Vectron MS locomotives offer a large number of different country approvals and are 
therefore suitable for use in international traffic, especially in Central and Eastern and Southern Europe. 
Moreover, Siemens offers a continuous optimisation of maintenance and locomotive operational 
characteristics by recording the vehicle data of the entire Vectron fleet as well as full-service 
maintenance contracts. Thus, there is a good basis to perform the maintenance at a high level. The 
largest passenger operators in Continental Europe with this locomotive type in fleet are Ceske Dráhy 
(Czech Republic), ZSSK (Slovakia) and open-access operator RegioJet (Czech Republic). In addition, 
various leasing companies also lease Vectron locomotives for passenger transport. 
 
The Traxx locomotive platform built by Alstom/Bombardier is one of the most widespread mainline 
locomotive types in Continental Europe operated in freight and passenger mainline services. The Traxx 
name was introduced in 2003 and presents acronym that stands for Transnational Railway Applications 
with eXtreme fleXibility. The locomotive type-labelling already reveals important key information, for 
example: the Traxx P160 AC2 is an alternating current locomotive of the 2nd generation, designed as 
passenger locomotive and capable of running at a top speed of 160 km/h. 
 
The Traxx AC3 is a Bo’Bo’ dual-system locomotive of Alstom/Bombardier’s third Traxx generation with 
a maximum power output of 5,600 kW and mainly used for cross-border services on European 
standard-gauge tracks. Like its preceding products, Traxx AC1/AC2, the Traxx AC3 is designed for 
operation under 15 kV at 16.7 Hz, and under 25 kV at 50 Hz alternating current, but can be optionally 
equipped with last-mile diesel engine. The largest passenger operator in Continental Europe with this 
locomotive type in fleet is German incumbent’s passenger divisions, DB Fernverkehr and DB Regio. 
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3.2 Market volume and development 

3.2.1 Intercity passenger coaches 

 
Figure 15: Continental Europe – Intercity passenger coaches OEM market volume forecast 

 
In 2021, the OEM market volume for new intercity passenger coaches accounted for EUR 360 million, 
a continuation of increasing trend that started in 2019. The OEM market is expected to increase 
significantly within the next five years, driven by several large orders made by incumbents in Austria, 
Belgium, the Czech Republic, and Denmark from Siemens and Alstom/Bombardier. Additionally, large 
framework contracts like the one between German DB and manufacturer Talgo for up to 400 coaches 
are expected to be started or realised in the upcoming years.  
 
At the same time, SCI Verkehr has recently observed increased interest and a positive market outlook 
for push-pull trains depicted in plans for future passenger coach procurements in various country 
markets such as Germany, Hungary, Italy, and Poland. This is taken into consideration as well in the 
future market forecast. From 2022 to 2026, the intercity coaches OEM market is expected to grow at a 
CAGR of nearly 20% reaching a level of nearly EUR 1 billion per year. The main drivers are the 
expansion of infrastructure in terms of capacity and, particularly in Eastern Europe, line speeds which 
will enable additional transport services. The political framework for a shift of transport to rail continues 
to be considered positive. In the second half of the 2020s, SCI Verkehr expects high market volumes 
for new passenger coaches of around EUR 700 million per year. With infrastructure projects and shift 
from flights to rail coming into effect at the end of the decade, volumes could increase again.  
 
In addition, the expected positive outlook for cross-border rail transport in Europe is a key driver for the 
procurement of push-pull trains. The EU's goal is a significant expansion of international traffic on 
various corridors (e.g. TEE2.0). The deployment of push-pull trains in international transport offers 
advantages due to their higher flexibility, simpler homologation (compared to high-speed trains) as well 
as the infrastructural framework conditions (<250 km/h). 
 
  

Intercity passenger coaches OEM market volume in Continental Europe (in EUR million)

© SCI Verkehr
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Another important driver for future intercity rail transport development is the development of short-
distance flight markets in Europe. The short-distance flight became increasingly popular over the last 
decades, characterised by low-cost and quick offer from regional carriers such as EasyJet or Ryanair. 
However, this trend started to change recently, already setting a path for a further modal shift in future. 
In efforts to minimise the carbon footprint in the scope of the EU’s decarbonisation plans for climate 
neutrality by 2050, governments are imposing bans or other measurements on short-haul flights. 
France is the country leading such measures as in April 2021, it enacted a short-distance national flights 
ban on routes where comparable train connections of up to 2.5 hours exist. Flights set to be eliminated 
from spring 2022 include routes from Paris to popular tourist cities such as Bordeaux, Lyon, and Nantes. 
Similar measures considering bans and short-distance flight restrictions are being considered in Spain, 
Germany, and Scandinavian countries.  
 
Drivers of new procurements 
 
Driver Brief description Relevance Trend 

Mobility demand – In aftermath of the Covid-19 crisis, demand for passenger transport 
services is increasing again. 

– Passenger coaches can be very well utilised for expanding transport 
capacities, also over international corridors and especially when operator 

already has locomotive available. Moreover, push-pull trainsets can be 
adapted relatively fast to a fluctuating demand by changing the number 
of coaches. 

– In intercity passenger transport, competitiveness of railway to air transport 
is expected to strengthen further, considering the ongoing environmental 
debate and the EU’s decarbonisation agenda. 

⚫ ↗ 

Infrastructure 
development 

– Generally, intercity coaches are predominantly operated on long-
distance, intercity routes and are, subsequently, benefitting from the 
construction or upgrade (especially upgrade of maximum speeds in 

Eastern Europe) of new lines.  

– Additionally, modern passenger coaches are able tom operate at speed 
of 200 km/h and above, so the segment can benefit from the building and 

upgrading of high-speed routes as well. 

– Ongoing and planned electrification projects in Continental Europe are 
also seen as a driver for the push-pull segment development. Efficient 

electric locomotives equipped with safety systems necessary for cross-
border (corridor) passenger transport are available in the market and 
already proven in everyday operation. 

⚫ ↗ 

Fleet structure – Large passenger coach installed base as traditional backbone of 
passenger rail transport in many countries in Continental Europe in 
general require replacement procurements. Substitution by other vehicle 
types (multiple units) is also present, but predominantly in regional and 

commuter transport. 

– Due to the technical progress, double-deck coaches became increasingly 
suitable for long-distance services (e.g., in Germany and Belgium) and 

took the largest share in recent intercity passenger coach procurements. 
However, single-deck coaches with a maximum speed of 200 km/h and 
above will remain the primary coach segment for intercity transport which 

is confirmed by recent and future procurements plans. 

◕ ↗ 

Political environment – The TransEuropExpress 2.0 (TEE 2.0) concept is an initiative from 2020 
that re-address international high-speed and overnight passenger rail 

services in scope of promotion of climate change mitigation and, as such, 
presents strong driver for intercity, cross-border passenger transport. 

– Various players in Europe are campaigning for an expansion of the night 

train network as an alternative to air travel. New services in this segment 
are driving demand for sleeper and couchette cars. 

 

 

 

◕ → 
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Driver Brief description Relevance Trend 

Financial resources – Financial resources for new passenger coach procurements are generally 
not observed as a critical point in Continental Europe. In the price 
sensitive markets of Eastern Europe, EU funds are often used for new 
procurements. 

– For intercity transport services, passenger coaches are becoming 
increasingly an option, as they are less expensive compared to high-
speed trains. As a consequence, some operators in Western Europe have 

adapted their fleet strategy and contracted some new intercity passenger 
coach orders (e.g., Germany, Denmark). 

– Due to their higher flexibility compared to multiple units, passenger 

coaches are also interesting as an investment for private investors and 
leasing companies. 

◑ ↗ 

Operational 
requirements 

– New high-capacity intercity trains composed of locomotive-hauled 
coaches with speeds of up to 200 km/h and above are a cost-efficient 
possibility for long-distance services between major agglomerations (e.g., 
in Central/Central-East Europe). 

– The advantage of passenger coaches is that the train length (number of 
coaches) is variable and can be adapted to the respective capacity 
requirements of the operator. The necessary locomotives can be either 

operated in passenger or in freight transport services. In countries with 
relatively large and young locomotive fleets, transport capacities can 
easily be extended cost-effectively by new passenger coaches. 

◑ ↑ 

Maintenance and 
refurbishment 

– Passenger coaches can be refurbished relatively easy at low costs (no 
traction unit is part of the system), which can extend the standard service 
lifetime. 

– With systematic maintenance, coaches can be kept in operation for 

longer than their originally planned service life, which can be very well 
observed in some Continental European country markets, such as 
France, Italy, or Poland. 

– Ongoing and planned modernisation programmes in Continental Europe 
(Switzerland, Austria, Poland, Czech Republic, to name a few examples) 
are rather part of a constant trend in the passenger coach segment than 

development that would significantly impact on new procurements. 

◑ → 

Relevance for procurement: ⚫= very high, ◕ = high, ◑ = medium, ◔ = low, ○ = none 

5-year trend: strongly increasing ↑, increasing ↗, constant →, decreasing ↘, strongly decreasing ↓ 

© SCI Verkehr GmbH 
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Important current and planned procurement projects 
 
Aside from the procurements shown in detail in the following chapters for the focus markets, important 
intercity passenger coach delivery projects in other markets of Continental Europe are presented below. 
 

Operator 
country 

Manufacturer Coach type Level Cars Delivery Remarks  

Austria Siemens 

Viaggio 

(Nightjet) 

SD 231 2022-2025 In 2018, Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB) and 
Siemens have signed a framework agreement for 
the delivery of day and night trains with a total of 
up to 700 passenger coaches. So far, slightly 

more than 300 cars were called-off with first 
deliveries to start late 2022. 

Viaggio 

(Railjet)  

SD 82 2023 

Belgium Alstom/ 
Bombardier 

M7 DD 477 2020-2025 In 2015, Alstom/Bombardier signed a large 
framework agreement for supply up to 1,362 M7 
double-deck coaches to the Belgian National 

Railways (SNCB). As of the end of 2021, a total of 
477 cars were ordered, with the last call-off in 
December 2021 for 98 cars, while around 70 cars 

were already delivered. 

Denmark Talgo Talgo 
coaches 

SD 112 2024-2026 In early 2020, the Danish state railway DSB 
selected the Spanish rail vehicle manufacturer 
Talgo as supplier for eight 14-cars trainsets. 

France n/a Night train 
coaches 

SD 300 2026-2030 In 2021, the French Transport Ministry announced 
its intention to invest EUR 800 million for night 

train services between 2026 and 2030, while 
SNCF is preparing a tender for 300 new night train 
coaches. 

Hungary MAV Szolnok IC+ SD 90 2019-2021 Following two prototype vehicles produced in 
2014/15, the Hungarian national railway holding 
MAV produced 90 IC+ single-deck intercity 
passenger coaches. 20 coaches are certified for 

international services, while the rest are intended 
for national transport only. Plans for additional 62 
IC+ driving trailer coaches from 2024 are 

announced. 

Slovakia ZOS Vrutky 2nd class 
coaches 

SD 17 2022-2023 In 2021, a contract for 17 intercity passenger 
coaches was signed between ZSSK and ZOS 
Vrutky. The purchase is financed by the EU funds. 

      © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
After-sales 
 
Market After Sales 

Average volume 2020-22 (EUR) 920 

CAGR 2022-2026 -3.9% 

  © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
The after-sales market accounted for EUR 950 million in 2021, which was also the average yearly level 
that has been present in the last five years. Generally, the after-sales market is expected to keep 
decreasing due to decrease of general passenger coach fleet in Continental Europe, as the oldest cars 
have gradually been taken out of service. At the same time, new procurement volumes are not sufficient 
to quantitatively compensate this down-trend, but they will answer growing demand in terms of quality 
and efficiency. Newly procured passenger coach fleets will positively influence the after-sales market 
in the longer-term after 2030.  
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3.2.2 Intercity passenger locomotives 

 

 
Figure 16: Continental Europe – passenger locomotives OEM market volume forecast 

 
The OEM market level for intercity passenger locomotives was recently on a lower level of EUR 90 
million in 2021, with Denmark, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, and Germany as the only countries where 
new locomotives deliveries took place. However, for the next five-year period, between 2022 and 2026, 
CAGR is forecasted to take grow strongly by 27% reaching the yearly volumes of EUR 240 million with 
the main drivers being: 
 
– Large Siemens intercity passenger locomotive orders made in 2022 in East Europe (Hungary and 

Czech Republic). 
– Deliveries that are scheduled to take place in next 5 years on the base of previously made orders 

(Germany, Czech Republic, Poland, Sweden, and Denmark). 
– Lower starting 2021/22 levels caused by the Covid-19 crisis which had a more pronounced impact 

on the passenger market in general than it was the case with rail freight market. 
 
Between 2026 and 2030, OEM market volumes are generally expected to be at high level of EUR 170-
180 million per year. The procurement development of locomotives follows the demand of new 
passenger coaches. SCI Verkehr expect no new diesel locomotive to be procured for passenger 
transport services anymore, backed up by increased environmental awareness of operators and the 
EU’s decarbonisation plans for climate neutrality by 2050.  
 
  

Intercity passenger locomotives OEM market volume in Continental Europe (in EUR million)
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Important current and planned procurement projects 
 
Aside from the procurements shown in detail in the following chapters for the focus markets, important 
passenger locomotive delivery projects in other markets of Continental Europe are presented below. 
 

Operator 
country 

Manufacturer 
Locomotive 
type 

Traction Units Delivery Remarks  

Hungary Siemens Vectron 
AC/MS 

Electric up to 
115 

From 2023 In 2022, MÁV-Start, the state-owned passenger 
operator of Hungary, announced the successful 
completion of the tender procedure to supply up 
to 115 electric locomotives. Reportedly, the 

company is ready to sign a framework contract 
with the joint bidder Siemens Mobility Kft. and 
Siemens Mobility Austria GmbH. The future 

order, which would consist of 90 Vectron AC 
and 25 Vectron MS locomotives, is set to renew 
MÁV-Start’s fleet. 

Denmark Siemens Vectron AC Electric 16 2021-2023 After the initial order for 26 Vectron AC 
locomotives for regional/commuter transport 

services, Danish state railways (DSB) exercised 
option for an additional 16 units which will be 
used in cross-border passenger transport 

services between Germany-Denmark with DSB’s 
Talgo coaches on order.  

      © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
After-sales 
 
Market After Sales 

Average volume 2020-22 (EUR) 760 

CAGR 2022-2026 -0.6% 

  © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
The after-sales market level was EUR 770 million in 2021. This market benefits mostly from old diesel 
passenger locomotive fleets that are still in operation, predominantly in Eastern Europe which are in 
need for maintenance and refurbishments. However, the oldest units are generally being put out of 
service and replaced with new, more efficient, ones. Therefore, the overall after-sales market is 
expected slightly to decrease at a CAGR of -0.6% between 2022 and 2026 and at CAGR of -2.1% in the 
long-term between 2026 and 2030. However, stable delivery levels of electric passenger locomotives 
will contribute correspondingly to the after-sales market in the long-term. 
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